
 

 
 
 

Information No. 8 

“We have finished the Chapter. Now the work begins”. Thus Fr Valdir de 
Castro, the Superior General, exhorted the Chapter Members at the approval of 
the Final Document of X General Chapter of the Society of St Paul. In his 
discourse, Fr Castro expressed heartfelt gratitude to all those generously 
contributed to the success of the Chapter. 

• Now we begin our new journey with the joy of evangelization through the 
means of communication and in the culture of communication. This is how 
the Final Document offers us guidelines. We are called to bring hope to all 
without which we are unable to make progress. 

• Every Chapter Member is responsible to communicate the content of the 
Chapter. The Document alone can’t communicate the rich contributions of 
the original ideas and proposals. 

• The General Government’s visits to the communities will be a service of 
animation to enrich our lives and to live in communion. To be true experts 
of communication, we must be true experts of communion. 

• In this Chapter, we have spoken much about new means and new 
languages of communication. We will walk ahead in this direction without 
discarding the traditional ones which still bring precious contributions to 
some parts of the world. 

• To make progress, we all have to prepare ourselves through academic 
scholarships, not only the young but also all those who want. We need to 
find a motivation to keep ourselves updated continuously. 

• In those circumscriptions which lack vocations, we should not give 
ourselves up but we must look ahead with hope. 

On Saturday evening the General Chapter came to its closing with the 
Eucharistic celebration presided over by our Superior General. The Holy Spirit 
who accompanied us in spite of our weaknesses, now will enlighten us for our 
mission 

Information Secretary 
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